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INTRODUCTION
The early years of the 20th century many researchers such as James (2005) believe that the internet infrastructure is one of the crucial factors to influence utilization of the e-commerce website for marketing. However, in recently when the internet infrastructure has been improved in Quang Binh, we still realized that beside the qualities of internet infrastructure the e comer still affect by many other facture, such as, Web content, System development, Site popularity, Shopping process, Transaction process and volume especially on small and medium firm size. Our research focus on small and micro sized tourism enterprises (SMTEs) in Quang Binh Vietnam is already faced with problems, like lack of capital and relatively remote location. Figure 1 present the application of Information Technology in business at Quang Binh. As we know even the infrastructure of internet improved recently such as the use of specialized software is high (95); the number of firm have intranet connectivity extremely high around 60%, furthermore enterprises mainly use the connection via ADSL (86%). However, IT staffs is quite low (<25%) compare with other provinces, ratio of staff needs training IT (<15%); the number of firm have invested on hardware well only 30% at low average.
Figure-1. The application of information technology in business at Quang Binh
The overall purpose of this research is to evaluate the economic impact of e-commerce on small size tourism enterprise in Quang Binh.
LITERATURE REVIEW
According to (World Bank, 2000) small area has faced many challenges. Namely, remoteness and isolation from world markets; natural disasters and climate change; capacity has limited; income volatility. Yu et al. (2011) report that transactional websites are becoming popular, however, those channels model mentioned above have many disadvantages, for instance, inefficient for delivering a large amount of information (Molla, 2001) . According to UNCTAD (2001) , firms in developing countries plan to be involved in international trade need to start incorporating ICT and the Internet into their business models in order to stay competitive. Use of the Internet was expected to reduce the geographical distance, a crucial factor for small and geographically isolated such as Quang Binh. Although e-commerce sees staggering growth, Vietnamese enterprises are still lacking technological capability to leverage on this opportunity. While only 20% of Vietnamese SMEs are using websites to promote their products and services, about 70% of the websites are so poorly built that smartphone users are hardly access to their sites' content (DPG Vietnam, 2015) .
RESEARCH METHOD
As mention aboved our research used two methods to collect data. First, develop the survey then interview 8 expert on ecommerce website and 100 technical economic student, the will be organized and analysis to determine how ecommerce impact on small tourism firm in Quang Binh. Secondly, an experimental website was created to investigate the impact of occupancy rate on SMTEs. The person who is interviewed had expert on using Internet and had experience using it. The experimental website was created in February 2004 with the URL of www.holidayquangbinhbackpacking.com. The website set up from September 2016, we invited many experts on e-commerce website to commend on this website then asked student who are trained to revise website. From January, 2017 we collecting the customer data via website then gathering and analyzing data to make the final report.
RESEARCH RESULTS
An experimental website was created to measure the impact of a website on the room occupancy of small and medium tourism enterprises in Quang Binh. The purpose of this study is two folds; one side is monitor and evaluates the whole process of setting a website for business. The other side is measure its impact on the occupancy rates.
From 26 August to 23 October 2016 is the time to set up and revise website content. In January 2017 when using the keywords 'backpacking in Quang Binh, Vietnam' on the Google search, our website was ranked 40. However, on April 2017, using the same keywords, the website was ranked 12. Furthermore, the page rank is also increase dramatically from 0 to 5, the number of webpage store in google database are also higher compare with without any marketing strategy for website. We conclude that the marketing with SEO strategy is the key factor to help enterprise successful in their business and attractive visitors from other countries. Table 2 presents the index o google in 43 position, density key words 441 and page rank number 5/10. As we know just seldom website in Vietnam has the page rank on google is number 5. Those indexes of experiment website on google indicate that our website is successful website. However, to know the number of visitors looking for information via website increase or not we keep monitoring as the Figure 3 . Figure 3 show us that the number of visitor increase significantly from November 2016 to January 2017, notify that from January 2017 to march 2018 the number of visitor increase sharply. This result indicate that the impact of ecommerce website on the tourism are significantly, especially after we using some tool such as SEO the key words on google, then let tourism who want to go a broach easy to search information on google before they go out.
CONCLUSION
In this paper it has been shown how e-commerce can be impacts on the small and medium enterprise in Quang Binh province, Vietnam. Our results show that if website provider as well as firm staff can improve web designed, web content, good technical support, make the web more popular will be an effective marketing tool for tourism SMEs in Quang Binh. Our results indicate that e-commerce website in SMEs has many difficult situations.
The results from experimental website show that if the manager understand the importance of key words on the google search help most of backpacker who want to go a broach to visit. As we know nearly 25 enterprises have their own individual websites and improve their website then use them for marketing. There are twenty enterprises reported that their website has resulted in increases ranging from 7% to 18% in the room occupancy rate. The others have reported that they have experienced a poor response from their new website and were disappointed with the impact of their website on their room occupancy rates. They received only a small number of guest enquiries and email accommodation bookings.
The results indicate that increase of room occupancy rates after share website varied between 5% and 60%. Therefore, we conclude that shared websites is effective for the SMEs. The results from our experiment website showed that the increase significant of room occupancy rates due to change key words on the website as well as the content of website. Effective website promotion is the important step in conducting E-commerce and leading new visitors to a website. This paper also show that the reasons for not having own website were lack of awareness of the benefits of internet marketing, lack of an understanding about how to Operators the e-commerce website, lack of staff 
